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With Open Text Hosted Fax Services, enterprise organizations in a range of industries, including
healthcare, financial services and government, can now lower the total cost of ownership of
their fax infrastructure by leveraging Managed Hosted Services offerings from Open Text. New
software rental plans further extend the options available to organizations wishing to utilize the
market leading Open Text Fax Server, RightFax Edition product platform.
Open Text Hosted Fax Services extends the scope of our current Fax Server, RightFax Edition
offering and includes a comprehensive enterprise-class service where Open Text will host,
manage and administer Fax Server environments on behalf of each of our customers.
Dedicated servers for each of our customers ensure a true fax server experience while
maintaining overall security and reliability. Dedicated servers enable users to make use of all of
the flexibility and capabilities that Open Text Fax Server has offered for over two decades,
including: packaged and custom integrations with nearly any back-end system, full integration
with the widest range of MFP’s, as well as Microsoft SharePoint and other ECM platform
integrations. The hosted servers can be integrated with on-premise or hosted Microsoft
Exchange servers and with an organization’s directory management services.
Our customers benefit from the full range of capabilities of our industry leading Fax Server
product, now available in a hosted environment. With over 20+ years of experience in designing
and maintaining mission-critical fax solutions for enterprise customers, our hosting customers
can be assured the same unparalleled levels of service, security and uptime. In addition, Open
Text has more than 10 years of experience hosting document intensive, confidential and secure
content management platforms for some of the worlds’ best known global enterprises. Our
hosting infrastructure, policies and processes are proven to support the most demanding,
secure and mission-critical applications.
Additionally, a new Software Rental Program is now available in conjunction with the Hosted
Fax Services offering. Customers have the option of paying a fixed monthly fee for the use of
Fax Server software licenses for the period that they require, instead of acquiring licenses.
Packaged offerings include Basic, Enterprise and Premium platforms. Customized offerings are
also available to address an organization’s unique requirements.

To learn more, visit http://faxsolutions.opentext.com/hosted-fax-services.aspx.
To speak with a sales representative, please email: captaris.sales@opentext.com or
phone: 1-800-304-2727.

